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Written more than a century ago and initially regarded even by their creators as nothing more
than light entertainment, the fourteen operas of Gilbert & Sullivan emerged over the course of
the twentieth century as the world's most popular body of musical-theater works, ranking second
only to Shakespeare in the history of English-language theater.Despite this resounding
popularity and proven longevity, most books written about the duo have focused on the authors
rather than the works. With this detailed examination of all fourteen operas, Gayden Wren fills
the void. His bold thesis finds the key to the operas' longevity, not in the clever lyrics, witty
dialogue, or catchy music, but in the central themes underlying the characters and stories
themselves. Like Shakespeare's comedies, Wren shows, the operas of Gilbert & Sullivan endure
because of their timeless themes, which speak to audiences as powerfully now as they did the
first time they were performed.Written out of an abiding love for the Savoy operas, this volume is
essential reading for any devotee of these enchanting works, or indeed for anyone who loves
musical theater.

"There are a multitude of books about Gilbert and Sullivan...many of them, as [Wren] duly notes,
are sketchy or superficial. But no one could fairly throw these adjectives at A Most Ingenious
Paradox itself. Mr. Wren argues his case in impressive detail."--The Wall Street Journal"Wren
explores...with authority and brilliance."--Tim Page, The Washington Post"Wren's book is both a
fascinating read and a valuable resource."--American Theatre"Wren's lengthy and intimate
acquaintance with the works as performer, director and teacher allows him to write with affection
in an uncluttered style that will please both the general reader and the scholar...Highly
recommended." --Library Journal"Essential to a full understanding and appreciation of the
Gilbert & Sullivan operas...I kept nodding and thinking about most of his conclusions with 'Of
course, I should have realized that years ago.'"--Brattleboro Reformer"Wren is an excellent
professor of G&S literature and makes an impressive number of points that will absorb (and
sometimes annoy) advanced Savoyards."--Opera News"Wren is a gifted writer and gives his
honest views with confidence, providing clear style of presentation, clarity of description and
much to get one thinking."--Classical Music Web"Wren's analyses of The Mikado and The
Gondoliers are models of their kind...Sometimes brilliant, occasionally maddening, Wren is
almost unfailingly provocative."--Gramophone"Thoughtful analyses of each of the Savoy
operas...a book worth adding to your library."--G&S Bag"A fascinating study for anyone
interested in the delightful works of Gilbert & Sullivan as well as the contemporary American
musical theatre..."--Recommended Books"Gayden Wren's book is a worthwhile and long
overdue attempt to get to the heart of the Savoy operas. It is thoughtful on many aspects of both
words and music."--Music and Letters"A Most Ingenious Paradox will take its place as an



important study of Gilbert & Sullivan as the worlds of music, theater, and scholarship continue
(sometimes reluctantly) to evaluate and then acknowledge the Savoy Operas to be the classic
works they are."--Ralph MacPhail, Jr., Bridgewater College of VirginiaAbout the AuthorGayden
Wren is the entertainment editor for The New York Times Syndicate and artistic director of the
New Punctuation Army, Inc. He is also a playwright whose produced works include A Gilbert &
Sullivan Christmas Carol (1994) and Very Truly Yours, Gilbert & Sullivan (1997).
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F. C. Bennett, “Book came well packaged, in Like New condition. Fantastic book on Gilbert &
Sullivan operettas! In just a couple of chapters I've already learned more about the works and
the partners' working methods than I ever knew before! Gayden Wren's "A Most Ingenious
Paradox" is a truly valuable addition to my G&S library. Too bad the dust jacket's missing, but I
knew that before ordering....  I'm entirely satisfied with the product.”

BBrooks107, “Very enlightening... a good read.. I have only made it through the first part of the
book so far... up through "The Sorcerer". It is easy to read and very enlightening. Gayden Wren
touches on facets of Gilbert and Sullivan that I never considered. I look forward to reading the
rest of the book!  I would recommend it to any Gilbert & Sullivan enthusiast!”

Michael McFaden, “Essential. A very scholarly, analytical look at all the G&S operas. There are
anecdotes, but, primarily, this book dissects the operas, and traces the creative arc of Gilbert
and Sullivan. I have been directing G&S for years, and I wish I had found this book a couple of
decades ago. An important, informative read.”

Daisy Brambletoes, “A Most Ingenius Paradox. This is one of the best G&S books I've read in a
long time. Concentrates on the performance life of the G&S opera since the closing of the
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, and perhaps the birth of a new phase of artistic freedom and
creativity.”

Phyllis Ann Karr, “Gilbert and Sullivan Seen Through the Operas Themselves. If Amazon's
system allowed me to give this more than 5 stars, I would. It is one of the best, if not the best,
books I have ever or likely will ever read on the G&S operas themselves and as a series. Wren
does not challenge Jacobs, Stedman, or Ainger in the area of pure biography. But where the
biographical books tell us the history of the operas (along with other things) through the lives of
their creators, Wren tells us the creators’ lives through the operas. Wren's is a study for people
already on very familiar terms with the Savoy Operas. He can turn phrases with the deftest of
writers, frequently bringing a chuckle or outright laugh simply by his choice of words in making a
point. His plot synopses, conveniently gathered in an appendix so as not to clutter up the body
of the book, are pleasant reading, but partly as a quick quiz to spot his occasional small slip-ups.
(E.g., by my reading of the libretto, the Grand Inquisitor stole the infant prince of Barataria to
prevent his religious contamination when his kingly father converted to Wesleyan Methodism,
and the insurrection that makes possible the prince's return is both recent and, allegedly,
ongoing -- though apparently quietly resolved in time for Act II.) It is noticeable that each of the
Big Four (I include Gondoliers) gets fewer pages of discussion than do the other operas. One of
Wren's continuing points is that the popular image of G&S is misleading if not downright
erroneous, based as it is on Pinafore, Pirates, and Mikado -- all of which were quickly written and



are more or less (but rather less than more) atypical of the series as a whole. (What does it say,
then, of us as a culture that we prize them so much at the expense of the more careful and
thoughtful works?) Again, he argues persuasively that Utopia and Grand Duke failed because
their creators were each being too careful to accommodate rather than critique the other's work.
Although, alas! I have never got closer to staging one of the Beloved Operas than the orchestra
pit (once) and assistant director (once), the G&S operas have been among my keenest pursuits
for more than half a century: and Wren converted me from the opinion I had always held of
Princess Ida to a new and more optimistic outlook: where I had long loved its book and music, I
regarded it as even more than Yeomen the tragedy of the series; but Wren showed me a way to
like Prince Hilarion and see in the ending some hope for the future. Also, by showing how the
eponymous Sorcerer has morphed from his sinister original into the jovial tradesman we most
often meet today, Wren reconciled me to the fate of John Wellington Wells, meanwhile giving me
new and more sympathetic insight into Alexis. Among Wren's arguments is that, far from being
mere quaint vehicles for the songs and jokes, the population of the G&S stage comprises human
characters who motivate the action of their stories, which emphasis this study underscores by
indexing them under their proper names. Indeed, their memorable vitality is among the factors
that keep G&S alive. Too long has popular opinion misrepresented these works according to the
hilarious but inaccurate Anna Russell joke which considers them more or less identical comedy
vehicles for patter songs. Our subconscious, at least, has known better all along: they are stories
-- each one a whole different story, though all of them melodious and engrossing -- and stories
cannot be engrossing unless peopled with characters who, for all their eccentricities, are both
memorable and predominantly sympathetic. My own overwhelming focus is on Ruddigore -- for
about sixty years, I have known Picture Gallery of its castle like a Trekkie knows the bridge of
Enterprise; and, while I would challenge Wren on a dozen points going to character development
and supposed plot holes, I love his thematic conclusions, which gave even me some wonderful
new insights. Anyone suffering from Andrew Crowther's bleak and pessimistic view of this
remarkable opera -- see Contradiction Contradicted -- should read Wren's analysis as an
antidote. (And, conceivably, vice versa.) In conclusion: A Most Ingenious Paradox will take its
place right up there with Untermeyer's Last Pirate and Stedman's Gilbert Before Sullivan, among
the prizes of my G&S collection. An earlier Amazon reviewer talks about Dame Hannah's song
going into recitative midway through. It does not. It changes key for the words of the Curse itself,
and I conceive that some Dame Hannah somewhere and sometime may have taken the
opportunity to do the minor-key passage as recitative. I might find it effective, but it would be a
peculiarity of that particular production or recording.”

Ian Clark, “For G &S fans!. Excellent coverage of the whole G and S phenomenon. Where they
both came from. Plots and careful discussion of all the Savoy Operas. A very useful companion
to Ian Bradley's books.”



The book by Gayden Wren has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18 people have provided feedback.
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